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COMPETITION
DANZAEUROPA AWARD 2015
Rule
Art.1 - CONTENDERS
Contenders of any nationality are allowed to take part
in the competition, whether enrolled in one of the
following categories:

 HOPE Cat.: from 5 to 12 years old
 A Cat.: from 12 to 15 years old
 B. Cat.: from 16 to 25 years old
Art.2 - PARTICIPANTS

Art.6 - ACCESS TO GREENROOMS AND STAGE

Art.11 - PARTICIPATION FEE

The access to greenrooms and to the stage is allowed
exclusively to contenders and one teacher both for
rehearsals and during the competition. The access to the
stage, both for rehearsals and during the rest of the
time, is ruled by the timetable established and
displayed by the Organization.

Participation fee are not-refundable in any case.

Art.3 - ADMITTED STYLES FOR COREOGRAPHIES















CLASSIC
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
MODERN DANCE
FUNKY
JAZZ
HIP HOP
PAS DE DEUX
FOLKLOR/CHARACTERISTIC DANCE
ORIENTAL DANCE
HISTORICAL DANCE
MUSICAL
CHOREOGRAPHICAL COMPOSITION
LATIN AMERICAN

Art.7 - RESULTS
Selections’ results will be sent by e-mail only directly to
contenders who partecipats with DVD selection.
Final contenders’ results will be announced directly on
the stage.

Art.12 - AWARD
Whole Value of awards: 50.000 €

Art.8 - PANEL

HOPE AWARD: Distinction and plate

Panel’s decisions and eventual changes (unification and
crossing-out of categories, Awards ex aequo, missed
assignation of some Awards) are definitive at the
Panel’s discretion.

A and B Cat: weeks of vacation, scholarships for the
International Program “Performing di New York”, for
the International Festival “Dance in Italy!”, and other
artistic initiative in Italy and abroad.
Art.13 - SELECTIONS

Art.9 - AUDIENCE
Audience can attend rehearsals and selections
exclusively if equipped with the “Botton” (buyable to
LUDT personnel). The Organisation may leave out
those who might cause inconvenience during the event
or might conduct
inappropriate behaviour. The
Organisation reserves the right to have the “Botton”
back without any consequences for the Organisation.

Art.10 - ENROLLEMENT

Choreographies, for any admitted category and style,
shouldn’t exceed 3 minutes for single dancers and 5
minutes for groups.

Enrollments should be forwarded to LUDT by February
14h, 2015. Send within the same envelope: the fitted
application form; the photocopy of the bank transfer; 2
passport photos for each contender; and the
authorization of both parents whether the contender is
underage. Exclusively for groups: in the same envelope,
add the complete list of participants indicating for each
of them the date of birth, and both parents’
authorization if participants are underage.

Contenders should come equipped with their own
music’s CD. Contenders should give CDs to technical
personnel while taking their identifying countermarks.
Forgotten CDs will not be returned.

“Groups” are thought as made up of five contenders. If
the group is made up of more than five contenders, for
any additional contender add 25 euros participation fee.

All the awards will be given in € or in equivalent value.

Art.4 - LENGHT OF CHOREOGRAPHIES

Art.5 - MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT

affiliated schools 130€

 Groups 195 €
 Groups, enrolled to LUDT patronage or affiliated
schools 180 €

Single dancers or groups can compete in any category.

 Single dancer
 Group (min. 2 persons)

 Single dancers 145 €
 Single dancers, enrolled to LUDT patronage or

“DanzaEuropa” selections are possible only sending a
DVD by February 14th 2015 (Art. 16).
Art.14 - SEMI- FINAL AND FINAL
Semi-final and final will be held at the Teatro del Sale,
Cervia (Ravenna, Italy)
March 14th 2015
SEMI- FINALS
March 15th 2015
FINALS
Art.14 - PHOTOS AND TAPE
Nor photos neither tapes are allowed without the
explicit LUDT authorization.
Art.15 – MAIL
Mails should be sent to:
LUDT – SEZIONE CONCORSI
Via Vittorio Veneto 80/82
46047 Porto Mantovano, MANTOVA (Italy)
Email: otherlanguages@ludt.org

